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PERFORMANCE OF A QUANTUM KEY DISTRIBUTIONPROTOCOL WITH DUAL-RAIL DISPLACED PHOTON STATESS. A. Podoshvedov *Shool of Computational Sienes, Korea Institute for Advaned StudySeoul,130-722, KoreaDepartment of Physis and Astronomy, Seoul National UniversitySeoul 151-742, KoreaReeived May 13, 2009We propose a sheme for a quantum key distribution (QKD) protool with dual-rail displaed photon states.Displaed single-photon states with di�erent amplitudes arry bit values of ode that may be extrated, whileoherent states arry nothing and only provide an inonlusive outome. A real resoure of single photonsis used, involving imperfetions assoiated with experimental tehnique that result in a photon state with anadmixture of the vauum state. The protool is robust against the loss of a single photon and the ine�ienyof the detetors. Pulses with large amplitudes, unlike the onventional QKD relying on faint laser pulses, areused that may approximate it to standard teleommuniation and may show resistane to eavesdropping even insettings with high attenuation. Information leakage to the eavesdropper is determined from omparison of theoutput distributions of the outomes with ideal ones that are de�ned by two additional parameters aessibleto only those send the pulses. Robustness to some possible eavesdropping attaks is shown.1. INTRODUCTIONThe quantum key distribution (QKD) protool al-lows two remote parties (traditionally known as Alieand Bob) sharing a seure random key by ommuniat-ing over an open hannel [1�5℄. The two users have twokinds of ommuniation hannels at their disposal. Oneis a lassial publi hannel that may be eavesdroppedby any unauthorized person but annot be modi�ed,and the seond is a quantum hannel. The quantumhannel is used to transmit the seret key, while thelassial publi hannel is used to hek possible eaves-dropping and to send the enoded message. Quantummehanis ensures that any ativities of potential eaves-droppers an be deteted. If Alie and Bob are sure ofthe seurity of their key, they �nally proess the ob-tained key (the raw key) to produe a muh safer key(the �nal key) using lassial methods of error orre-tion and privay ampli�ation [6; 7℄.At present, there is a large olletion of variationsof QKD protools [8℄. We mention a few, hosen some-what arbitrarily. The most famous QKD protool is thefour-state sheme, usually referred to as the Bennet�*E-mail: sap�kias.re.kr

Brassard 1984 (BB84) protool. In this protool, thetransmission of a single photon randomly polarizedalong four diretions is used [2℄. The key idea of theBB84 protool is that simultaneous measurements ofnonommuting observables for a single photon in twoonjugate bases are forbidden by quantum mehanis.In other words, the measurement of one observablemade on an eigenstate of another observable inevitablyintrodues disturbane to the state. Eve has no knowl-edge about the state sent by Alie and therefore sheis fored half the time on average to introdue a dis-turbane into the state, whih an be deteted as abit error. One of possible variations of BB84 onsistsin using quantum systems of dimension greater than2 [9℄. Most of the existing shemes use an imperfetsingle-photon soure beause a single-photon resoureis di�ult to realize experimentally (weak pulses weretypially used in pratie) [10℄. Suh an implemen-tation, in the general ase, may be vulnerable to thephoton number-splitting attak [11℄. To deal with animperfet soure of single photons, many interestingmethods were proposed [12℄ involving the deoy statemethod [13℄.Another possible way to implement seret shar-656



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 137, âûï. 4, 2010 Performane of a quantum key distribution protool : : :ing oding is based on the use of pairs of Einstein�Podolsky�Rosen (EPR) orrelated photons [3℄. A om-muniation protool based on entangled pairs of qubitsis presented in [14℄. A system, whih is oneptually thesimplest, involves the use of nonorthogonal quantumstates [5℄. Two nonorthogonal states annot be distin-guished unambiguously without perturbation only atthe ost of some losses [15℄. Initially, the implemen-tation of a two-state protool [5℄ was proposed usinginterferene of two lassial pulses, whih is fragile un-der the in�uene of deoherene.Instead of using single photons or weak oherentpulses, an interesting idea that nonlassial �eld statesare useful for quantum information proessing andommuniation was demonstrated with the example ofa QKD with squeezed light [16℄. Here, we propose touse nonlassial properties of the displaed single-pho-ton states to share seret oding between two sides.The displaement operator imposes an additional va-ried degree of freedom on a photon state. Aordingto the studied QKD model, the inputs are not sing-le-photon states j1i, as in [2℄, but the dual-rail dis-plaed states. In other words, arriers in the model arethe optial pulses with di�erent large amplitudes, asin usual lassial ommuniation. The developed QKDprotool is free of problems related with interferene.We also mention that a displaed single-photon statewas experimentally generated in [17℄. A possibility toonditionally generate displaed entangled states via anonlinear interation of a powerful pump beam with arystal with the �(2) nonlinearity was proposed in [18℄.Another interesting appliation of the displaed statesis the dense oding protool [19℄.2. IMPLEMENTATION OF QKD WITHDUAL-RAIL DISPLACED STATESWe desribe the protool. Alie prepares two en-sembles of displaed states with di�erent displaementamplitudes � = 12 �1 + 12 �2; (1a)where �1 = P1j'1ih'1j+ P 01j'01ih'01j; (1b)�2 = P2j'2ih'2j+ P 02j'02ih'02j; (1)(P1 + P 01 = 1 and P2 + P 02 = 1) with the dual-rail dis-plaed states de�ned asj'1i12 = j1; �i1j0; i�i2; (2a)j'01i12 = j0; �i1j0; i�i2; (2b)

Resoureof displasedstates Communiationhannel
CommuniationhannelAlie's part Bob's partBS

BSBS
D1D2D3D4Fig. 1. Shemati representation of a QKD protoolbased on dual-rail displaed states. Alie prepares herdual-rail displaed state and sends it to Bob, who hasa hane to extrat a bit value if it was the bit state.Otherwise, Bob obtains an inonlusive outome anddisards it. Bob announes the number at whih hesuessfully obtained a bit value. Alie's input statesare separate and an be injeted to the optial �ber oneafter another with some delay. Bob has to introduethe same time delay to reeive dual-rail states and tryto extrat information from themj'2i12 = j1; i�1i1j0; i�1i2; (2)j'02i12 = j0; i�1i1j0; i�1i2; (2d)where � 6= �1 in general. The states j0; �i = D̂(�)j0iand j1; �i = D̂(�)j1i are the displaed vauum andone-photon states [17�19℄ and D̂(�) is the displaementoperator. Alie's parameters �, �1 and P1, P 01, P2, andP 02 are hidden from both Bob and Eve. Beause thestates j'1i12 and j'2i12 (displaed single-photon stateswith di�erent amplitudes) may arry bit values (0 or 1respetively), we all them bit states, and beause thestates j'01i12 and j'02i12 do not arry any informationto Bob, we all them disguised states.This QKD protool works as follows. Alie injetslight in one of the four states (4a)�(4d) into a om-muniation hannel in random sequene. Bob preparesthe measurement system as it is shown in Fig. 1. Themeasurement system involves a balaned beam splitterB1 with the matrixB1 = 1p2 ( 1 ii 1 # : (3)The outomes of beam splitter (3) are given by3 ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 4 657
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Fig. 2. An example of how to distinguish between aoherent state j0;p2�i (a) and a single photon j1i(b). The oherent state mainly give two liks exeptfor small failure probability to register only one lik. Asingle photon always gives one lik. The greater theamplitude of the displaed state we use, the lower thefailure probabilityB̂1j'1i12 = 1p2 �� �j1i1 ���0; ip2�E2 + ij0i1 ���1; ip2�E2� ; (4a)B̂1j'01i12 = j0i1 ���0; ip2�E2 ; (4b)B̂1j'2i12 = 1p2 �� ����1; ip2�E1 j0i2 + i ���0; ip2�E1 j1i2� ; (4)B̂1j'01i12 = ���0; ip2�E1 j0i2; (4d)where we set � = �1 to simplify the alula-tions below. To unambiguously disriminate out-omes (4a)�(4d) with o�-the-shelf photon ounters be-ing on/o� observables per se (presene or abseneof photons), Bob uses the method shown in Fig. 2for the partiular ase. The beam splitter in Fig. 2onverts ��0; ip2��1 j0i2 ! ��0; ip2��1 j0; i�i2 andj10i12 ! �1=p2 � (j10i12 + j01i12). If both detetorsD1 and D2 register any photons, Bob knows that hedeteted a state ��0; ip2��. On the ontrary, if neitherD1 nor D2 lik, then we annot unambiguously dis-riminate suh an outome. It follows from Eqs. (4a)�(4d) that three simultaneous liks by detetors D1�D4in Fig. 1 are unambiguously identi�ed as bit values ofoding (0 and 1, respetively). All other events withthree liks less or more are identi�ed as inonlusiveoutomes and are disarded.Thus, in the proposed detetion system (Fig. 1)triggered on some photon statistis, the presene ofthree simultaneous liks in Bob's statistis unambigu-ously heralds the extration of bit information fromthe sent state. The proposed detetion sheme is a

test by means of a generalized measurement (known asPOVM [20℄) applied to displaed photon states. Bobannot determine the displaed photon number statewith ertainty and he sometimes fails to extrat theorret outome unless his POVM system unambigu-ously gives an evident answer.We mention some details of the protool. All ar-ries sent by Alie are numbered. A one-to-one or-respondene between the sent and reeived pulses isestablished. At the point where Bob may unambigu-ously extrat a bit value (three simultaneous liks),they obtain perfetly orrelated results. Bob has onlyto delare the number of the orresponding pulse (butnot its result). All other outomes are disarded byBob. This allows Alie and Bob to share the mutualinformationI(A;B) = log2(P1p1 + P2p2)�� P1p1 log2(P1p1) + P2p2 log2(P2p2)P1p1 + P2p2 ; (5)where p1 = p2 = 0:5 (1� P0(�)) are the onditionalprobabilities for Bob to obtain a bit result if Alie re-spetively sent j'1i12 and j'2i12, andP0(�) = exp ��2j�j2�+2 exp ��2j�j2� �1� exp ��j�j2��[19℄. This protool admits the possibility � 6= �1 and,moreover, Alie may vary the amplitude of eah sentarrier if the phase relations of dual states remain on-stant to protet the protool from Eve's more skilfuleavesdropping attaks, but these possibilities are be-yond our onsideration. It is natural to assume thatAlie delivers states j'1i12 and j'2i12 with equal prob-abilities P1 = P2 = P , whih allows Alie and Bob toshare 1 bit of mutual information (Eq. (5)).It is well known that quantum ryptography annotprevent eavesdropping, but any eavesdropping attemptan be deteted by the legitimate users of a ommuni-ation hannel. This is beause eavesdropping a�etsthe quantum state of the information arriers and re-sults in an abnormal error rate. Therefore, before Bobpublily delares the number (but not the result of hismeasurement) at whih he suessfully extrated a bitvalue, Alie and Bob have to test their ommuniationhannel by sari�ing a part of their data su�ient toestimate the output distributions. Atually, there arethree parameters to judge about a possible eavesdrop-ping in the hannel. The main suh parameter is theoutput distribution of bit and inonlusive outomes,whih in the absene of eavesdropping is given byP (Out)0 = P14 (1� P0(�)) = P4 (1� P0(�)) ; (6a)658



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 137, âûï. 4, 2010 Performane of a quantum key distribution protool : : :P (Out)1 = P24 (1� P0(�1)) = P4 (1� P0(�)) ; (6b)P (Out)? = 1� P (Out)0 � P (Out)1 ; (6)where P (Out)0 , P (Out)1 is the probability to extrat 0and 1 bit values, respetively and P (Out)? is a probabili-ty of inonlusive outomes. We note that neither Bobnor maliious Eve know the output distribution of thebit and inonlusive outomes beause the parametersP1 = P2 = P and � are hosen by Alie aording toher own strategy and they are hidden from other par-tiipants. Eve an only listen to the talk between Alieand Bob through a publi hannel but she annot or-ret the output distribution of the outomes shared byAlie and Bob. Another important parameter whosehange testi�es the presene of Eve in the ommunia-tion hannel is what we all the disguised probabilityPd, the frequeny of the appearane of a bit outomewhen Alie has sent one of the disguised states. Thedisguised states an give not a bit outome but onlyan inonlusive outome. The disguised probability Pdmust be exatly equal to zero in the ideal ase of theabsene of eavesdropping. Finally, Alie and Bob mayalso ompare bit values of a hosen subset. For exam-ple, it is evident that a single photon is not detetedin mode 2 if Alie sends a state j'1i12, and vie versa.Therefore, these parameters may serve as indiators ofthe presene or absene of eavesdropping in the om-muniation hannel. If the parameters do not oinidewith the ideal ones, then eavesdropping is deteted andtransmission is aborted. We note that it is possible todiretly hek a ommuniation hannel without sa-ri�ing any subset of data. Indeed, Bob an all theorresponding number of his bit outomes for Alie toestimate output distributions and ompare it with theideal ones. After that, they an deide to take the odeor to disard it.We ompare the protool with the well-knownB92 one. An in�nite set of displaed number stateswith de�nite amplitudes jn; �i = D̂(�)jni, n == 0; 1; 2; : : : , omposes a omplete set of basis states,I = P1n=0 jn; �ihn; �j, where I is the identity opera-tor. This means that any displaed photon state withsome amplitude an be represented in terms of dis-plaed states but with a di�erent amplitude. We thenhave the deompositionj1; i = exp��j�j2 + ��� � ���2 ��� 1Xk=0 �kpk! � k� � ��� jk; �i; (7)

where �+ � = . Applying it to arries (2a) and (2),we have � = �(i � 1). In other words, we deal withthe speial ase where the state is known to be oneof the two possible pure states, either j1; �i or super-position (7). We imagine that we have some �optialsissors� to snip o� only two terms of superposition(7). Then we have two funtions j 1i = j1; �i andj 2i = A0j0; �i + A1j1; �i (jA0j2 + jA1j2 = 1) in thetwo-level system that orresponds to a ommuniationhannel known as the binary erasure hannel with pos-sible outomes 0, 1, and ? (? means an inonlusiveresult) or the B92 protool [5℄. Our ase is therefore ageneralization of the B92 protool to an in�nite set ofbasis vetors realized on displaed photon states. Theoherent states provide inonlusive outomes and thesheme in Fig. 1 is the POVM for the input displaedstates �1 and �2 (Eqs. (1b) and (1)).It is interesting to note that the input states �1and �2 (Eqs. (1b) and (1)) were generated experimen-tally [17℄ using a biphoton generated via parametridown onversion. It was disussed in [17℄ that imperfe-tions assoiated with the experimental tehnique resultin the photon being prepared with a substantial admix-ture of the vauum state �A = �j1ih1j + (1 � �)j0ih0j,where � is the preparation e�ieny. The preparatione�ieny may aount for the spontaneous paramet-ri onverter dark-ount events. In suh an event, thequantum state in the output mode is not onditionedon that in the onverter hannel. Alie only needs toestimate the preparation e�ieny of her experimen-tal setting for the onditional preparation of a singlephoton. After that she uses a beam splitterB0 = " T R�R� T � #with arbitrary parameters T and R known only to her(T and R are transmittane and re�etane) to overlapher state �A with a oherent �eld j0; �2i at an auxiliarymode. The �nal state to be sent is obtained by takingthe trae over states in the auxiliary mode. The beamsplitter ats on the inident single-photon state simplyas a lossy re�etor, reduing its e�ieny by the fatorjRj2. Also, the beam splitter auses the displaementof the state �A, whih gives a �nal statistial mixtureof displaed Fok states as�0A = �jRj2 (j1; �1T i11h1; �1T j) (j0; �01i22h1; �01j) ++��jT j2 + 1� �� (j0; �1T i11h0; �1T j) (j0; �01i22h1; �01j) :The state �0A is the state �1 in Eq. (1b) if P1 = �jRj2,P2 = �jT j2 + 1� �, � = �1T , and i� = �01. The same659 3*



S. A. Podoshvedov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 137, âûï. 4, 2010applies to the generation of the �2 state (Eq. (1)).We therefore do not need an ideal resoure of singlephotons, whih is presently impossible due to tehni-al imperfetions of modern detetors. The resoure ofsingle photons experimentally realized in [17℄ is suit-able for our protool. We note that any unauthorizedobserver may estimate the preparation e�ieny � butit is hardly possible for him to guess the redution fa-tor jRj2 and, all the more, the amplitudes of the statesthat are initially known only to Alie (additional seretparameters).3. ROBUSTNESS TO EAVESDROPPINGWe now analyze some eavesdropping strategies.We note that diret measurement of the inomingpulse does not answer whih of the four states wassent. If Eve prefers to measure the dependene ofthe falling �eld on the relative phase, she may usea sheme that involves homodyning the signal �eldwith a referene signal, known as the loal osilla-tor, before the photodetetion. Homodyning with areferene signal of a �xed phase gives the phase sen-sitivity neessary to yield the quadrature varianes.Calulations show that the statistial harateristish0; �jâj0; �i = h1; �jâj1; �i = � are equal and, onse-quently, h0; �jX̂ j0; �i = h1; �jX̂ j1; �i. Then, Eve maynot be aware of the type of state (bit or disguised) shehas if she measured a de�nite value of the quadratureomponent.The most pratial eavesdropping strategy may bean interept-resend attak. Eve interepts the quan-tum arrier on its way from Alie to Bob and performsthe same measurement as Bob does, namely, using thebeam splitter B1 (Eq. (3)). After the measurement,Eve sends another quantum arrier to Bob in one ofthe four states (2a)�(2d), dependening on her outomeand following some hosen strategy. Eve's strategy maybe as follows. If Eve obtains a bit value, then sheagain sends the orresponding bit state, either j'1i12or j'2i12. If Eve detets an inonlusive outome, thenshe tries to guess Alie's possible signal and to mas-querade as Alie. We onsider this in detail in exampleof the state �1. We assume that Eve resends a statej'1i12 with a probability P 001 and j'01i12 with a proba-bility P 002 (P 001 +P 002 = 1) in the ase of her inonlusiveoutput. Then Eve a�ets the output of the Alie�Bobprobability distribution asP (Out)0E = P1(1 + P 001 )8 + P 01P 0014 ;where we neglet P0(�0) and �0 is the amplitude of

the displaed states that Eve reates. In general, Evemay hoose P 001 suh that P (Out)0E is almost similar toP (Out)0 (Eq. (6a)) due to the ontribution P 01P 001 =4 (shemay sometimes guess the orret distribution P (Out)0 ).But this happens at the expense of a nonzero disguisedprobability Pd = P 01P 001 =4 6= 0, thus betraying Eve'spresene. The greater P 001 Eve hooses, the greater dis-guised probability Pd is observed.Eve may hoose more triky strategy of eavesdrop-ping. We assume that Eve resends a orresponding dis-guised state, either j'01i12 or j'02i12, if she has obtaineda orresponding inonlusive output, but she resendsthe respetive statesj	1i12 = 1p2 �� (j1; �0i1j0; i�0i2 � ij0; �0i1j1; i�0i2) ; (8a)j	2i12 = 1p2 �� (�ij1; �01i1j0; �01i2 + j0; i�01i1j1; �01i2) ; (8b)instead of j'1i12 or j'2i12 if she obtains a bit outome.This strategy gives the orret output distribution be-tween Alie and Bob, Eqs. (6a)�(6), beauseB̂1j	1i12 = j1i1 ���0; ip2�0E2 ;B̂1j	2i12 = ���0; ip2�0E1 j1i;exept for the di�erene between P0(�), P0(�1), P0(�0),and P0(�01). Then Eve may share bit of informationwith Alie and Bob. Nevertheless, this method ofeavesdropping has a weak point. The states j	1i12 andj	2i12 are sensitive to the in�uene of deoherene. Itis impossible to keep the phase relation in the statesj	1i12 and j	2i12 stable when Eve and Bob are sep-arated by a long distane beause quantum ohereneis fragile under the unavoidable interation with theenvironment. The deoherene e�ets for the densityoperator an be indued by solving the master equationwhen it is possible to exatly alulate the ohereneparameter and the amplitude damping. Calulations ofthe parameters for states (8a) and (8b) are beyond ouronsideration. Nevertheless, we hypothesize that Bobobtains a mixture of states with the density matrix�01 = 0:5 ((j1; �0i11h1; �0j)
 (j0; i�0i22h0; i�0j) ++ (j0; �0i11h0; �0j)
 (j1; i�0i22h1; i�0j))by analogy with oherent states with di�erent ampli-tudes. Suh a density matrix introdues error in theoutput distribution,660



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 137, âûï. 4, 2010 Performane of a quantum key distribution protool : : :P (Out)0E = P (1� P0(�0))8 ; P (Out)1E = P (1� P0(�01))8 ;P (Out)?E = 1� P (Out)0E � P (Out)1E ;ompared with Eqs. (6a)�(6), whih an be observed.It is possible to show that when Eve eavesdrops a fra-tion � � 1 of the transmissions, the �nal Alie�BobdistributionP (Out)0E = P (Out)1E = P �1� �2� 1� P0(�)4and P (Out)?E = 1� P (Out)0E � P (Out)1E ;if P0(�) = P0(�0) = P0(�01) is performed, may ap-proah the ideal distribution given by Eqs. (6a)�(6)at the expense of 1 bit less of mutual information(I(A;E) = I(E;B) = �).We next onsider another realisti strategy, a beamsplitting attak, where Eve tries to eavesdrop the trans-mitted signals without observing. We assume that Evesplits both states using her two beam splitters, bothdesribed by the matrixBE = " T R�R� T � # ;where T and R satisfy the ondition jT j2 + jRj2 = 1.Then the output states areÛ (j1; �i1j0; i�i2) == B̂1E1 (j1; �i1j0iE1) B̂1E2 (j0; i�i1j0iE2) == T j1; �T i1j0; i�T i2j0; �RiE1 j0; i�RiE2 ++Rj0; �T i1j0; i�T i2j1; �RiE1 j0; i�RiE2 ; (9a)Û (j0; �i1j0; i�i2) == B̂1E1 (j0; �i1j0iE1) B̂1E2 (j0; i�i1j0iE2) == j0; �T i1j0; i�T i2j0; �RiE1 j0; i�RiE2 ; (9b)where E1 and E2 are Eve's modes. The same is appli-able to the omponents of �2. The best that Eve ando in this ase is to hoose the parameters of her beamsplitters suh that the ondition jT j � jRj be satis�ed.For jRj � 1, Eve may neglet the ontribution of theseond term in Eq. (9a) for her estimations. Then theoutput Alie�Bob statistisP (Out)0E = P jT j2 1� P0(�T )4 ;P (Out)1E = P jT j2 1� P0(�T )4 ;

P (Out)? = 1� P (Out)0E � P (Out)1Eapproahes to the ideal in (6a)�(6) su�iently lose,beause jT j2 � 1. Alie and Bob ompare their statis-tis and take it as orret, after whih Bob announesthe orresponding number at whih he reeived the bitvalue. Eve also listens to their talk, and she needsonly to distinguish two states j0; �RiE1 j0; i�RiE2 andj0; i�1RiE1 j0; �1RiE2 from eah other to have an a-ess to the oding. This an be done as Bob does withthe help of balaned beam splitter (3),B̂1 (j0; �RiE1 j0; i�RiE2) = j0i1 ���0; ip2�RE2andB̂1 (j0; i�1RiE1 j0; �1RiE2) = ���0; ip2�1RE1 j0i2:Nevertheless, this strategy does not give Eve a su�ientaess to oding beause the probabilityPva = exp ��2j�j2 �1� jT j2�� � 1not to register any photons and distinguish betweenj0; �RiE1 j0; i�RiE2 and j0; i�1RiE1 j0; �1RiE2 is high.Eve registers nothing and she loses any informationabout oding shared by Alie and Bob. Therefore, shean only have aess to � = 1�Pva � 0 bits of mutualinformation. Moreover, Eve does not know the valuesof � exatly, to try to de�ne optimal parameters forher beam-splitting attak. This onsideration gives anestimate of Alie's amplitude � to satisfy the onditionj�j2(1� jT j2) � 0 for jT j2 � 1.We now onsider the ase where Eve attempts togain some information on eah signal sent by Alie,while minimizing the damage to the state. This strat-egy an be realized by making the information arrierinterat unitarily with a probe, and then letting thesignal proeed to Bob, in a slightly modi�ed state. Evemay store her probe and deide whih type of measure-ment to perform on her probe only after Alie and Bobshare their oding. For this, Eve supplies her probe ina known initial state jgi, and then the ombined systemmay evolve as Û (j'1ijgi) = j'1Eije1i;Û (j'01ijgi) = j'01Eije2i; (10a)Û (j'2ijgi) = j'2Eije3i;Û (j'2ijgi) = j'02Eije2i; (10b)where j'1Ei12 = j1; �Ei1j0; i�Ei2;661



S. A. Podoshvedov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 137, âûï. 4, 2010j'01Ei12 = j0; �Ei1j0; i�Ei2;j'2Ei12 = j1; i�1Ei1j0; �1Ei2;j'02Ei12 = j0; i�1Ei1j0; �1Ei2:The evolution is unitary (Eve an onstrut someHamiltonian that generates it) and the salar produtis onserved. This then imposes the onditionhe1je3i = exp �� �j�j2 � j�E j2�� �j�j2 � j�1E j2���� 1� (i�� �)21� (i�1E � �E)2 ; (11a)he1je4i = exp �� �j�j2 � j�E j2�� �j�j2 � j�1E j2���� i�� �i�1E � �E ; (11b)he3je2i = exp �� �j�j2 � j�E j2�� �j�j2 � j�1E j2���� �� i��E � i�1E ; (11)he4je2i = exp �� �j�j2 � j�E j2� �� �j�j2 � j�1E j2�� : (11d)The omposite system is a diret produt of theorresponding states if overlaps jheijejij2 � 1(i; j = 1; : : : ; 4). After sending the modi�ed arrierto Bob, Eve remains with her probe. The probes arenot orthogonal to eah other. The idea of Eve is toause minimal damage to the information arrier andto obtain as muh information as possible. To hideher presene, Eve may try to guess Alie's parameters� � �E and � � �1E to provide performane of theondition P0(�) � P0(�E) � P0(�1E). But the over-lap he1je3i in Eq. (11a) beomes almost equal to unity(he1je3i � 1) in the ase where � � �E and � � �1E .Beause the states je1i and je3i are not orthogonal and,moreover, their overlap is su�iently large, Eve annotdistinguish them exatly and, as onsequene, she anshare only 1 bit less of mutual information.4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONOptial quantum ryptography is based on the useof single-photon states. Unfortunately, these states aredi�ult to realize experimentally. At present, pratialimplementations rely on faint laser pulses in whih thephoton number distribution obeys the Poisson statis-tis, or on entangled photon pairs. Both possibilities

su�er from a small probability of generating more thanone photon. For large losses in the quantum hannel,small frations of these multiphotons an have impor-tant onsequenes for the seurity of the key. We pro-pose a QKD protool that an use the atually existingresoures of single photons. The way to reate pseudo-single-photon states is to generate photon pairs and useone photon as a trigger for the onditional generationof the other. Imperfetions assoiated with the experi-mental tehnique lead to only a mixture of the single-photon and the vauum states [17℄. Nevertheless, if wemodulate suh a statistial mixture by a oherent stateon a beam splitter, we produe a mixture of the dis-plaed photon states with oherent states that are ap-pliable for the proposed QKD protool. We emphasizethat the modulation of the mixture is the main featurefor the protool to work. As is well known, the phase ofa Fok number state is random. If we modulate a pho-ton number state jni (or, equivalently, apply a displae-ment operator), we impose a phase on the state jn; �ithat is de�nitely determined. This allows having dif-ferent outomes (Eqs. (4a) and (4)) for the input dis-plaed single-photon states, with only their phase vary-ing. We emphasize that the protool in not appliablefor a single photon or a pair of photons without dis-plaement beause the phase of photon number statesis not de�nitive. This feature mainly distinguishes thisprotool from others. Also, suh a modulation allowsAlie to use two additional parameters aessible tonobody, namely, the initial distributions of her inputstates and the amplitudes of her �elds that she mayhange. Our QKD deals with optial pulses as arri-ers, unlike the quantum QKD with a single photon thatapproximates it to standard teleommuniation. Withthe availability of the soures of quantum states for theommuniation, the suess of quantum ryptographyalso essentially depends on the ability to detet sin-gle photons. In priniple, this an be ahieved usinga variety of tehniques, for instane, photomultipliers,avalanhe photodiodes, multihannel plates, and super-onduting Josephson juntions. In our ase, ommer-ial detetors (the usual on-o� observables) are used.We onsider an optial �ber version of a Mah�Zehnder interferometer made out of two symmetribeam splitters onneted to eah other, with one phasemodulator in eah arm. This interferometer ombinedwith a single-photon soure and photon-ounting dete-tors an be used for quantum ryptography if the phaseshift is kept onstant. Although suh a sheme may beperfet on an optial table, it is impossible to keep thepath di�erene between two modes stable for a longerdistane. To avoid this, Alie an introdue some delay662



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 137, âûï. 4, 2010 Performane of a quantum key distribution protool : : :between the pulses in the input modes and send themone after another through the same optial �ber, wherethey may experiene the same phase shift in the envi-ronmentally sensitive part of the system. This an bedone beause the input states are separate. This allowspreserving phase relations of the inoming pulses at theoutput on Bob's side if he also makes the same delayfor the �rst pulse before ombining two pulses (dual-railoutput) in the beam splitter. A detailed analysis of thein�uene of deoherene on the displaed single photonstate is the subjet of future investigation. Remark-ably, this protool is robust against the loss of a singlephoton and the ine�ieny of the detetors. Thosefators would ause the orresponding detetors to besilent, and suh ases an simply be disarded. There-fore, this only a�ets the output distributions and hasto be taken into aount in realisti ases. We onlyexpress idea that use of pulses with large amplitudes,in ontrast to onventional shemes of quantum ryp-tography, may show resistane to eavesdropping evenin settings with high attenuation.The proposed QKD protool is a generalization ofthe B92 protool [5℄ applied to the displaed photonnumber states. Our protool works as a binary erasurehannel as the B92 protool does [5℄. We note thatthe optial sheme of a two-state protool [5℄ an beimplemented using the interferene between a maro-sopi bright pulse and a dim pulse with less than onephoton on average [5℄. The proposed optial shemeis not that of a Mah�Zehnder interferometer and, asonsequene, it is free of the interferene e�et and ofattendant problems. Our analysis involves the studyof only a restrited number of possible eavesdroppingattaks and shows that the protool is seure. Theonsideration of other aspet of our protool deservesseparate investigations.This work was partially supported by the IT R&Dprogram of MKE/IITA (2008-F-035-01).REFERENCES1. S. Wiesner, SIGAST Newa 15, 78 (1983).2. C. H. Bennett and G. Brassard, in Pro. of IEEE Int.Conf. on Computers, Systems, and Signal Proessing,Bangalore, India, 175 (1984).3. A. K. Ekert, Phys. Rev. Lett. 67, 661 (1991).4. C. H. Bennett, G. Brassard, and N. D. Mermin, Phys.Rev. Lett. 68, 557 (1992).
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